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An Introduction
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What is SPARRA?
Scottish Patients at Risk of Readmission and Admission is a risk prediction tool developed by ISD which predicts an 
individual’s risk of being admitted to hospital as an emergency inpatient within the next year. Scores are calculated 
for approximately 3.5 million patients and details of patients whose score indicates that they may be at increased 
risk are distributed to NHS Boards, CHPs and other health agencies.

Purpose of SPARRA
There is growing recognition of the need to shift from a healthcare system geared towards reactive, hospital-based 
treatment of acute conditions to one that is more community based with a preventative and anticipatory approach. 
SPARRA data helps health care professionals to identify patients with complex care needs who are likely to benefit 
most from anticipatory health care. SPARRA data can also be used in a service planning capacity by locating groups 
of patients who would benefit from specific interventions or services.

Development History of SPARRA
SPARRA was first developed in 2006 and has since undergone two major updates. The initial SPARRA algorithms 
were developed using national inpatient admissions data (SMR01) and calculated risk scores for patients who 
had an emergency admission in the preceding three years. The current version of the tool, SPARRA Version 3, was 
implemented in January 2012. The Version 3 model widens the SPARRA cohort to allow risk scores to be derived for 
more patients and for patients from lower risk strata who may benefit from early preventative interventions.

The SPARRA Model
SPARRA Version 3 links national hospitalisation, prescribing, emergency department (ED), outpatient and psychiatric 
admissions data in order to predict an individual’s risk of emergency hospital admission in the outcome year.
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A key feature of Version 3 is the division of the SPARRA cohort into three sub-cohorts:  Frail Elderly, Long Term 
Conditions and Younger ED.  Frail Elderly comprises patients aged 75 and above, Long Term Conditions includes 
those aged under 75 with admission/prescribing histories reflecting chronic conditions, and Younger ED those aged 
between 16 and 54 years with at least one ED attendance in the twelve month pre-prediction period. The statistical 
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technique of logistic regression was used to identify a specific set of risk factors for each sub-cohort which influence 
the risk of emergency admission. Risk factors include:
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The Calculation of SPARRA Scores
The quarterly SPARRA scores are made available through ISD’s SPARRA Online tool.  Using Business Objects software, 
SPARRA Online allows authorised users secure access to the list of SPARRA patients within their locality/practice. 
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Distribution of SPARRA Risk Scores: January 2012 release

The graph above shows the distribution of risk scores from the January 2012 SPARRA release for those at 10% risk of 
admission and above.

Further Development of SPARRA 
A number of developments are underway:

iSPARRA: ISD are currently developing ‘iSPARRA’, a product which will offer a user-friendly front end, dashboard 
and drill down facility onto the wider dataset developed for the Version 3 algorithm. This will allow users to 
stratify and analyse their population as well as drilling down to individual patients.

Algorithm automation: Work is underway to automate the calculation of SPARRA scores within the ISD data 
warehouse.  This development will remove the need for the current manually intensive quarterly process and 
offers the potential for more frequent running of SPARRA.  Implementation of the automated algorithm is 
anticipated for the second half of 2012.

Under 16s model: A new algorithm for individuals aged under 16 is currently being developed and this will be 
incorporated into the quarterly release cycle in due course.

Local SPARRA Models: ISD are working in collaboration with NHS Ayrshire & Arran and West Lothian CHCP to 
develop local SPARRA models, using data sources not nationally available, to support local initiatives. This work 
will also inform the longer term development of SPARRA.


